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“It is the masses that determine the course of history, 
but its initial movement must start with the individual.”

- How Privatized Banking really works

April 2012

Dear Readers,

One of the most remarkable attributes of wealth is that it is unequally distributed. This is a fact of 
life for all countries and all inhabitants of the earth. It is the way the world is. 

Even the materials for producing wealth are unevenly distributed, not only on the surface of the earth, but 
also in the soil underneath it. Some parts of the world are frigid cold while others are blazing hot making it 
impossible in either of these terrains to grow food that will sustain life. Other places are flush with vegetation 
and seem to provide an endless amount of crops that can feed multitudes. 

This also holds true for the unequal distribution of mineral deposits, topography of the land, wild life and 
many other natural resources as well. As to the fairness of this reality, there is none—this is simply the nature 
of things. 

Nowhere are the inequities of life seen more clearly than in ourselves. Our talents, abilities, strength, 
intelligence, interest and vigor will differ greatly from one person to the next. Our inclinations to study, 
train and learn also vary significantly. Even the way we think is different. 

In one case we can find an individual who applies himself and carefully plans out his activities to insure his 
future. He will actively produce and save his money. Another will do just the opposite. He will be lazy and 
wasteful, living only for the day, putting nothing aside for a rainy day. Bottom line, people are differently 
motivated and therein lies one of the main reason for the unequal distribution of wealth. 

Utopian dreamers from time immemorial have devised countless schemes to distribute wealth evenly. But, 
that is exactly what they are—dreams. It’s fantasy. Nevertheless, redistributionists abound in our own day 
and time. Governments love them! Millions today insist that government’s power can and should be used to 
more evenly distribute the wealth of this country, but the outcome will be the same. Eventually it fails and 
only serves to enslave us all the more. 

There is only one method that distributes wealth in an equitable, ethical and in a humanitarian manner 
without the use of force. That method is the market— free exchange with others. Spread its message 
everywhere. Insist on it! Defend it! Why? —Because it’s the essence of liberty. 

Yours truly, 
Carlos and Bob 
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Somebody WaS aSleep at the Ny Fed Gate. Here in the Pulse on the Market we often pass 
along notes from Austrian financial analyst—and blogging bomb-thrower—Robert Wenzel. He somehow 
recently managed to get himself a lunchtime talk inside the New York Federal Reserve. During his talk, 
Wenzel called for the abolition of the Fed and then—we’re not making this up—apparently said: “Again, 
thank you for inviting me. You have prepared food, so I will not be rude, I will stay and eat. Let’s have one good 
meal here. Let’s make it a feast. Then I ask you, I plead with you, I beg you all, walk out of here with me, never 
to come back. It’s the moral and ethical thing to do. Nothing good goes on in this place. Let’s lock the doors and 
leave the building to the spiders, moths and four-legged rats.” 

Poison Pill?
E

nd the Fed

aNti-Fed auStriaN SeNtimeNt iN the JourNal. When How Privatized Banking Really Works 
first came out, we were very careful to not sound like “nutjobs” in front of conventional investors and bank-
ers. Our calls to replace fiat currency with sound money, and to return banking to the private sector, were 
pretty radical just a few short years ago. Now, however, we’ve got hedge fund manager Mark Spitznagel in 
an April 19 Wall Street Journal op ed (“How the Fed Favors the 1%”) explicitly citing Mises and Rothbard 
in his critique of the Fed. Spitznagel’s article reads like it’s from Mises.org or some such place, and yet 
now—due in large part to the efforts of Ron Paul—it’s no longer surprising to see such articles in the gold 
standard of mainstream financial news reporting.

Paging O
rw

ell

plaNNiNG a trip to Colombia? The recently-passed Senate Bill 1813 has a lot of people up in arms. 
Along with its creepy clause forcing new cars starting in 2015 to have a “black box” installed (ostensibly 
to assist authorities in investigating crashes), the bill gives the government the right to revoke someone’s 
passport if he or she owes more than $50,000 in back taxes.  If the people in D.C. are just trying to help, we 
guess these measures are OK, but if the wrong people ever got in power…

H
ungry H

ippos

WatCh your Wallet.  For those who don’t spend much time online hanging out at left-wing (or “pro-
gressive”) websites, we have a disturbing trend to report: Over the past year or so, there has been a steadily 
increasing drumbeat on the urgent need for the feds to raise income tax rates on the “rich” (where that 
term’s definition varies, depending on the context). In particular, there have been a few recent academic 
studies that purportedly show that the U.S. economy suffered no ill consequences from the high rates on 
upper brackets in the 1950s. Citing these papers, the progressive pundits have put on a very good PR ef-
fort at making it seem as if right-winger resistance to tax hikes is based on pure myth. We think there are 
serious flaws with their case, but that’s not really the issue: When deciding whether to contribute into a 
401(k) or other tax-qualified plan, keep in mind that future tax rates might be much higher than they are 
right now. In light of this fact, a strategy that takes the tax bite upfront (such as permanent life insurance) 
looks all the more compelling. 
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iS auSterity FailiNG iN europe? The apostles of Big Government Stimulus have been running 
victory laps, claiming that the UK’s double-dip recession, as well as the abysmal Euro-area economy, some-
how prove that Keynes was right. Not so fast, guys. What really happened is that all of these countries tried 
massive expansions in government spending when the crisis first struck in 2008. Then, when that didn’t fix 
things and merely piled up huge amounts of debt, the governments had little choice but to reverse course. 
Yet in most (perhaps all) cases the spending reductions only partially offset the initial surge in stimulus, 
and worst of all the “austerity” was implemented with large tax hikes. (For example, in Great Britain the 
top tax rate was raised from 40 to 50 percent, which is an extremely foolish thing to do if one believes that 
entrepreneurs respond to incentives.) To our knowledge, not a single government in the world responded 
to the 2008 crisis the way Austrians recommended. In contrast, governments did try the “medicine” the 
Keynesians recommended, and now these soothsayers are claiming the dose wasn’t big enough. 

E
uro Spinning

put doWN the pitChForkS, We Were Kidding. The Obama Administration briefly floated a pro-
posal to apply child labor laws to farms, which would have prevented kids under 18 from doing certain 
chores on their families’ own property. The Labor Department also was planning to revoke 4-H and FFA’s 
ability to offer safety and training certification, to be replaced by a 90-hour federal course. In response to a 
wave of outrage, the Labor Department has backed off the child labor rule, at least.

K
id Pow

er
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“Nader overlooked no industry. In the late 60s and early 70s 
he began eyeing life insurance companies and what he saw 
he didn’t like.”

B Y  L .  C A R L O S  L A R A

Churning occurs when a broker 
engages in excessive buying and 
selling of securities in a customer’s 
account chiefly to generate 
commissions that benefit the broker. 1 

We find a similar illegal and unethical 
practice in the life insurance industry. 
It’s called twisting. Twisting is the act 
of, or attempt to induce a policy owner 
to drop an existing insurance policy 
and to take another policy by using 
misrepresentations or incomplete 
comparisons of the advantages and 
disadvantages of the two policies.2 
Government has enacted legislation 
making twisting a crime, but what 
happens when government makes 
twisting permissible—a form of 
legalized twisting? (!) The results can 
be disastrous as was the case in the late 
1970s and early 1980s culminating 
in the channeling of billions in life 
insurance commissions to a single 
insurance agency and birthing one of 
the largest “too big to fail” banks in 
America—Citigroup.

This incredible story begins with 
none other than Ralph Nader. Do we 
remember him? Yes, that’s right, Ralph 
Nader. He’s the one who actually 
ran for the Presidency of the United 
States at least six different times, 
but this is not his claim to fame. He 
is mostly remembered as America’s 
fierce consumer protectionist and 
advocate. He came into prominence 
in the mid 1960s, taking on the giant 
automobile industry by accusing 
them of manufacturing unsafe cars. 

His book, Unsafe at Any Speed, made 
him nationally famous and generated 
hundreds of lawsuits from the public 
against the car manufacturers. The 
proceeds from his own personal 
lawsuit with General Motors helped 
Nader start the pro-consumer Center 
for Study of Responsive Law and 
launch his political advocacy business 
in Washington, D.C. 3 Nader’s 
business model was simple—seek 
out and uncover glaring discrepancies 
made by large corporations against 
consumers and force the federal 
government to step in and correct 
them.  It worked! Hundreds of 
young activists, inspired by Nader’s 
methods, came to D.C. to help him 
with his projects. They became known 
as Nader’s Raiders. They got so good 
at their work that they were actually 
out-performing the bureaucrats of 
The Federal Trade Commission, one 
of the government’s own consumer 
protection agencies.

Nader overlooked no industry.  In the 
late 60s and early 70s he began eyeing 
life insurance companies and what he 
saw he didn’t like. Rising inflation 
had brought national attention to 
the plights of individuals with small 
savings accounts who were not able 
to stay ahead of it. Federal regulations 
on the maximum interest rates banks 
could pay stood at 5%. Open market 
rates were 9-10%. He noticed that 
virtually 40 to 50 million households 
owned life insurance—some $130 
billion worth and most of it was of the 
cash value variety. This was a form 
of savings, but at what rate?  Since 

there was no federal oversight of the 
industry, Nader saw the potential for 
consumer abuse. To give us some idea 
of his sentiments, these are three of 
his most famous quotes from that era. 

“For almost 70 years the life 
insurance industry has been a smug 
sacred cow feeding the public a 
steady line of sacred bull.” 

And—

“Agents make five to ten times 
as much selling cash value life 
insurance policies as they do selling 
term insurance policies of the same 
face amounts, yet no disclosure of 
this fact is made to consumers.” 

And again—

“Policies are not sold on the basis of 
consumer need, but on the basis of 
industry greed.” 
                                                                                               
  Ralph Nader 4

An Unusual Turn of Events
What was expected to happen next 
didn’t happen. Instead of launching 
an all out attack on the life insurance 
industry, Ralph Nader actually 
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went after The Federal Trade 
Commission! Established in 1914, 
The Federal Trade Commission 
(FTC) is an independent agency of 
the United States government. Five 
commissioners who are nominated 
by the President and confirmed by the 
U.S. Senate oversee its operations. 
Among its divisions, the Bureau of 
Consumer Protection is mandated 
specifically to protect consumers 
against unfair or deceptive practices 
in commerce. But, apparently Ralph 
Nader felt the FTC was not doing its 
job and its inefficiency was in fact 
directly hurting the public. He and 
his Raiders began their evaluation of 
the FTC in 1968 and published their 
findings in a book in 1969.

Some of the main arguments of the 
Nader Report were as follows:

1. The FTC is ineffective.

2. The FTC is passive about its 
duties, is not proactive about 
discovering violations, delays 
actions to an unreasonable 
extent, and has ineffective 
enforcement practices.

3. The FTC needs to improve 
detection of problems, par-
ticularly through direct 
grassroots involvement and 
active investigation.

4. The FTC should not be a 
“friend” to business; it needs 
to be feared, and it needs to 
provide strong disincentives 
to business for committing 
violations.

5. The FTC should not be able 
to hide behind secrecy and 
powerful political and busi-
ness relationships. 7

One of Nader’s overarching criticisms 
of the FTC was its reluctance to go 

after big companies for fear of their 
legal teams or direct corporate legal 
pressure. He noted that the vast 
majority of companies involved in 
litigated cases were small companies. 
In effect, the report accused the agency 
of becoming virtually useless and was 
involved mostly in trivial pursuits—
“chasing down small-time con artists, 
challenging inconsequential business 
practices, turning a blind eye to 
politically connected corporations, 
and doing it all with a lethargy 
that exemplified popular notions of 
bureaucratic inertia.” 8

The result and impact of Nader’s 
report was not only demeaning, it 
was devastating.  One year after 
Nader’s book on the FTC the 
American Bar Association also did 
its own evaluation of the agency’s 
weaknesses. Its findings critized 
the FTC, exploring whether or not 
the FTC should be abolished! 9 This 
additional critical report only served 
to make matters worse for the future 
of the FTC. For years afterward it 
teetered on the edge of being shut 
down permanently. With the threat 
of elimination constantly looming 
over it, the FTC desperately sought 

ways to change course and redeem 
its standing. What it needed most was 
the kind of positive notoriety Nader’s 
Raiders were getting from the public. 
In 1978 the FTC made one of its 
boldest moves in its 64-year history 
and got its chance for the right kind 
of publicity. It singled out a large and 
powerful industry with virtually no 
federal oversight. Thanks to Ralph 
Nader, who had once considered this 
industry as a target, the FTC set its 
sights on the insurance companies.

Term vs. Cash Value 
Insurance in Cairo, Georgia
As providence would have it, another 
series of events were unfolding in 
another part of the world. In 1965 
in a small town of less than 10,000 
residents, somewhere between 
Dothan, Alabama and Valdosta, 
Georgia—near the Florida state 
line—a young man would experience 
a tragic loss that would forever 
change his life. His father, the 
breadwinner of the family, would die 
unexpectedly and leave his mother 
financially compromised. Like most 
Americans of that time, his father had 

“What we found in our recent 
interviews was that most insurance 
executives don’t really blame Art 
Williams as much as they blame  
what gave Williams license to do 
what he did—”The Federal Trade 
Commission Report.”
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life insurance, a cash value policy, but 
with a very small death benefit. Years 
later at a family reunion, a relative 
introduced him to the concept of term 
insurance whereby a larger death 
benefit could be obtained for only a 
fraction of the cost. In a rising interest 
rate environment, the difference in 
cost between term and cash value 
insurance could be invested in mutual 
funds for a much higher rate of return, 
keeping it all within an individual 
retirement account. The idea that 
there was actually a choice, although 
unknown by the average consumer, 
was both disturbing and energizing 
for the young man. The concept was 
revolutionary, giving birth to the 
coined phrase, “Buy term and invest 
the difference.” That young man 
was Art Williams and he (not Dave 
Ramsey) would go on to turn that 
phrase into a household slogan. He 
went to work for his relative with an 
evangelistic zeal using his personal 
testimony as a way to convince 
people to drop their cash value life 
insurance and buy his term product. 
Twenty years later, Art Williams 
would become a billionaire.  Forbes 
lists him as one of the wealthiest 
individuals in the world having an 
estimated net worth (2008) of  $1.4 
billion. 10   A . L. Williams, Jr. became 
the king of term insurance.

How is this possible? Can one man, 
one experience, and one slogan do 
this? Apparently so, but there is a 
sequence of events that catapulted 
this concept to the level it ultimately 
reached.  Not only was Art Williams 
able to build a term insurance empire 
with a sales force of thousands of 
agents using a hybrid model of direct 
selling, franchising, and distribution 
that earned him multi-millions in 
insurance commissions, but he also 
went on to acquire, through mergers 
and acquisitions, the investing side of 

his famous slogan. At the height of his 
career he had acquired both insurance 
companies, such as Massachusetts 
Indemnity and Life and Travelers, 
and also several brokerage houses 
such as PennCorp Financial Services 
and Smith Barney.  His group of A.L. 
Williams’ companies later became 
Primerica Financial Services—the 
foundation for the huge banking 
empire, Citigroup.11 If one visits 
the Citigroup website http://www.
citigroup.com/citi/corporate/
history/primerica.htm  in search 
of its history, you can read the entire 
year by year development of this 
financial giant. 

As impressive as these facts may 
be, they still do not account for the 
meteoric rise of term insurance in 
the 80s over the insurance industries’ 
bread and butter product—permanent 
life insurance. Are the disadvantages 
of whole life so glaring and abusive to 
the consumer that the advantages of 
term, as pointed out by A.L. Williams’ 
agents, would drive the whole life 
product practically out of existence? 
Here are the facts. Confirmation of 
this tumultuous era in the history of 

the industry was explained to both 
writers (Lara and Murphy) recently 
in personal interviews with life 
insurance executives (veterans) who 
will never forget the experiences 
of this time. One CEO thought it 
would drive the insurance industry 
completely out of business while 
another stated that it has taken thirty 
years to get over it. In fact, Universal 
Life and Variable Life were created 
during that time to offset declining 
sales of the dying whole life product. 
What we can determine today is that 
the final impact of this period resulted 
in a more regulated industry in which 
the federal government finally got its 
foot inside the door of the insurance 
companies. 

But was it all Art Williams’ fault? 
On the surface he doesn’t strike one 
as a corrupt financier. He wasn’t 
even a financial type. He was a high 
school football coach and a good 
one at that, having won several state 
championships.  Obviously he knew 
how to get the best out of his players. 
One source 12 implied that those who 
knew him personally credited him 
with being a man of strong religious 

http://www.citigroup.com/citi/corporate/history/primerica.htm
http://www.citigroup.com/citi/corporate/history/primerica.htm
http://www.citigroup.com/citi/corporate/history/primerica.htm
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convictions that he co-mingled with 
his business aspirations. He treated 
the members of his organization as 
one big family and he understood 
how to strategically motivate them.   
Another source 13 was not so kind. 

What we found in our recent 
interviews was that most insurance 
executives don’t really blame Art 
Williams as much as they blame what 
gave Williams license to do what he 
did—The Federal Trade Commission 
Report.

The 1979 Federal Trade 
Commission Report
Although A.L. Williams may not 
be fully to blame for the way cash 
value life insurance was discredited 
and the drop in sales that followed, 
but the federal government certainly 
incentivized him to do it..  In effect, 
the government gave him official 
permission to tell prospects to drop 
their cash value life insurance and 
buy his term policies. On July 10, 
1979, the Federal Trade Commission 
in Washington, D.C. released their 
455-page Staff Report on Life 
Insurance Cost Disclosure. The report 
culminated a two-year investigation 
to determine if consumers got 
enough information about whole life 
insurance from companies selling it. 
The Report insisted that insurance 

companies kept families in the dark.  
The highlights of the report are as 
follows: 14

1.    American consumers are 
losing billions of dollars yearly 
as a result of ill-informed and 
inappropriate life insurance 
purchase decisions.

2.    The average rate of return 
paid to whole life policyholders 
in 1977 was estimated to be 1.3 
percent. 

3.    People who buy policies and 
then let them lapse within the first 
10 years face severe economic 
consequences in lost interest and, 
in some cases, loss of principal. 
Losses due to first-year lapses 
alone exceeded $200 million in 
1977.

4.   Consumers do not know the 
rate of return they will earn on the 
savings element of their whole life 
policies and the situation prevents 
comparison-shopping with other 
types of savings or investments.

5.    The rate of return on new 
policies is in many instances 
substantially below alternatives 
readily available in the 
marketplace. The rates of return 
on older policies, especially non-
dividend paying policies, are far 
worse.

6.    The consumer is given 
virtually no meaningful 
information to compare the true 
costs of similar policies or compare 
the benefits of the cash-value 
purchase with alternate forms of 
savings or investments.

7.    Effective price competition 

does not exist in the life insurance 
industry. 
The Report blindsided the insurance 
industry upon its release by 
completely bypassing the industry 
altogether. The FTC instead took its 
findings straight to the media. In an 
attempt to fight back The National 
Association of Life Underwriters 
(NALU) immediately denounced 
the report as containing misleading 
information that specifically favored 
term insurance over whole life and 
placed the insurance industry in a 
terrible light. The stable 100-year 
history of the insurance industry 
was suddenly flipped on its end by 
what was represented in the report. 
It was as though the stars seemed to 
have aligned themselves at exactly 
the right place and at the right time 
for “buying term and investing the 
difference”—all to the delight of the 
A. L. Williams Company. 

The next day the FTC headlines hit 
every major newspaper across the 
country. 

‘Whole Life Insurance a Bad 
Investment,’ Yields Only 1.3% 
Return, FTC Reports– —Los Angeles 
Times, July 11, 1979

‘FTC Staff Says Consumer Losing 
Money by Keeping Savings in 
Insurance Policies’  – The Wall 
Street Journal, July 11, 1979

‘Americans Lose Billions on 
Insurance, FTC Says’
– Houston Post, July 11, 1979

‘FTC Finds ‘Whole Life’ Insurance 
a Bad Investment’
– Dallas Morning News, July 11, 
1979

‘FTC Study Assails Whole Life 
Policies’— Palm Beach Post, July 
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1979

In is book, Coach; Art Williams details 
the incredible developments:

“I waited and watched and 
absolutely marveled. Little ol’ A.L. 
Williams, a “nuthin’” company 
started by 85 “nobodies” just two 
years before, now attracted two 
huge, national financial services 
companies willing to bet their 
futures and millions of dollars on 
us. We waited, ready to make the 
next move toward our destiny. 

That day in Dallas, though, 
something happened that sparked 
a full-scale electrical storm. A 
news story broke – a “bombshell” 
that devastated the traditional life 
insurance industry and gave our 
cause a powerful vindication. On 
July 10, 1979, the Federal Trade 
Commission in Washington, D.C., 
released a 455- page Staff Report 
on Life Insurance Cost Disclosure.

Presenting his staff report to 
the Senate Commerce Committee, 
FTC chairman Michael Pertschuk 
stated, “I think it is fair to say that 
no other product in our economy 
that is purchased by so many people 
for so much money is bought with 
so little understanding of its actual 
or comparative value.” Whoa! The 
sleeping giant of truth just woke up 
and roared.

All these years the traditional 
life insurance industry had been 
using all its muscle to ruin the A.L. 
Williams name and reputation. 
Now the FTC held up tangible, 
third-party proof that legitimized 
our “Buy Term and Invest the 
Difference” concepts.

Confirmed: Cash value was a 
rip-off! What a breakthrough!

We put the FTC report on top 
of every client’s kitchen table. We 
passed out flyers by the thousands. 
The report supported everything 
we claimed. Its credibility just 
couldn’t be denied. Every man and 
woman in A.L. Williams felt a new 
conviction that our crusade was 100 
percent right for consumers.    … 
Consumers now knew the real story 
behind “trash value” life insurance. 
With a choice, they came to A.L. 
Williams every time.”

—A.L. Williams, Coach, 2006 15

CONCLUSION
Although the FTC came after the 
insurance industry and attempted 
to regulate it in 1979, the Senate 
Commerce Committee voted 
unanimously to prohibit the FTC’s 
efforts. The Record of Society of 
Actuaries, 1980 Volume 6 No. 2, 
presents some of the more pertinent 
discussions of the hearings that took 
place that October in 1979. The rebuttal 
by the industry against the FTC report, 
which centered principally on the low 
rate of interest and the disclosure of 
information to the public, presented 
a different conclusion. “Using 
reasonable assumptions the number 
the industry calculated was 5.9% 
rather than the 1.3% used by the FTC 
staff.” 16   As for disclosure problems, 
that was more difficult to debate and 
remains a problem still. This is because 
the life insurance model is so vastly 
different from the banking model or 
any other type of investment model 

that communicating this difference to 
the public has always been difficult. 

But the decisive determinant for the 
Senate Commerce Committee to 
eventually dismiss the FTC report was 
simply the manner in which the report 
was released. The surprise attack the 
FTC used was not to be expected from 
a government agency. It came off as 
a deliberate attempt to destroy public 
confidence in the insurance industry 
and was guided by “fixed opinions 
about the nature and value of whole 
life insurance.” 17   

Even President Jimmy Carter 
attempted to create an “Office of 
Insurance Analysis” under the 
Treasury Department, but the idea was 
abandoned under industry pressure.

“Still, when the dust settled, the 
traditional industry could not undo 
the damage done by the FTC report. 
Their credibility suffered a mortal 
wound: Cash value insurance 
lay publicly exposed as a rip-off. 
Traditional whole life insurance 
would never really recover.”                                                                     
 A. L. Williams 18

It took the financial crisis of 2008 for 
the investing public to wake up and 
realize that there was no safe place 
left to store one’s wealth. Everything 
stopped working, mutual funds 
especially, but it was the destruction 
of the real estate market that was the 
real killer. It was no longer about rates 
of return, but rather simply a matter of 

“...Consumers now knew the real story 
behind “trash value” life insurance. With a 
choice, they came to A.L. Williams every 
time.”
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conserving principal. The one sure thing we were all left 
with in the aftermath is distrust for big banks, Wall Street 
and Government. As recently as this month, the authors 
of this publication (Lara and Murphy) have visited with 
several whole life mutual insurance companies who are 

happily reporting unusually high whole life insurance sales 
and ironically a decline in term insurance. Amazingly, as 
during the Great Depression, Whole life insurance—this 
incredible 200-year-old financial product, continues to 
work. What say you is the reason?
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When explaining the relative safety 
and stability of the insurance sector, 
proponents of Nelson Nash’s “Infi-
nite Banking Concept” (IBC) will 
often point to the 1930s. They make 
claims that although thousands of 
banks failed, no insurance policy-
holders missed a payment.

Is this true? In the present article 
I’ll rely on a hostile article, with at 
least one of the authors affiliated 
with Citicorp, to see just what hap-
pened.1 As we’ll see, even though the 
authors of the piece, Huertas and 
Silverman (H&S), try to paint a dif-
ferent picture, their own statistics 
and storyline show that the insur-
ance sector was much more reliable 
during the Great Depression than 
the commercial banking sector. 

THE ROARING TWENTIES

H&S provide some interesting sta-
tistics to show the strong growth of 
both banking and insurance dur-
ing the 1920s, which highlight the 
prominence that the insurance sec-
tor used to enjoy. According to H&S:

“The assets of all commercial banks 
rose from $43.7 billion in June 1921 
to $62.4 billion in June 1929, an an-
nual compound rate of growth of 4.5 
percent. The assets of life insurance 
companies grew more than twice as 
rapidly, from $7.9 billion in Decem-
ber 1921 to $17.5 billion in December 
1929, an annual compound rate of 
growth of 10.4 percent. Total life in-
surance in force jumped from $43.9 
billion at the end of 1921 to $102.1 
billion at the end of 1929, an annual 
rate of increase of 11.1 percent.” 1

Thus, by 1929, total assets held by 
life insurers were about 28 percent 
as much as the total assets held by 
the commercial banks. 

H&S go on to report that the num-

ber of actual life insurance policies 
in force rose from 70 million in 1921 
to 123 million in 1929, which was 
roughly the size of the total U.S. 
population at the time. 

IT’S NOT A WONDERFUL 
LIFE: RUNS ON THE BANKS
By their very nature, fractional-re-
serve banks are vulnerable to “runs,” 
in which depositors seek to with-
draw their funds en masse. This is 

because the commercial banks take 
in, say, $1000 in cash as a deposit, 
but only keep, say, $100 in the vault 
as a reserve. The other $900 can be 
invested or lent out to another bank 
customer.

Fractional reserve banking al-
lows the banks to pay interest on 
demand-deposit (i.e. checking) ac-
counts, but the accounts are thus 
vulnerable to a run. If the original 
depositor—who thinks he has $1000 
in his account—wants to take out 
his money, the bank should be able 
to accommodate him under normal 
circumstances. Even though the 
bank has lent out $900 of his initial 
deposit, there are plenty of other 
customers’ deposits sitting in the 
vault, and so the bank can dip into 
those funds to pay the man his full 
$1000.

Of course, the problem with a bank 
run occurs when many customers 

show up at the same time. In our 
example, if the bank has only been 
keeping 10 percent of each deposit 
in the vault as a reserve, then if cus-
tomers collectively want to with-
draw more than 10 percent of the 
total amount on deposit, the bank 
will fail. 

As Carlos and I explain in our book, 
How Privatized Banking Really 
Works, many Austrian economists 
are opposed to fractional reserv-

ing banking per se. They view it as 
fraudulent and economically dis-
ruptive. Because of the evolution of 
financial practices and legal rulings, 
it is now the case that commercial 
banks can literally create money out 
of thin air when granting new loans.

The Austrians who follow in the tra-
dition of Murray Rothbard stress 
that banking doesn’t have to be like 
this. Commercial banks could dis-
tinguish between the functions of 
(a) warehouse and (b) credit inter-
mediary, by offering different types 
of accounts. A true 100 percent re-
serve checking account would re-
quire a small fee from the customer, 
but would otherwise be a perfectly 
secure way to enjoy the convenienc-
es of safekeeping large amounts of 
money, and being able to spend it 
via check or debit card. On the oth-
er hand, if the customer wanted to 
earn interest, he’d have to lend the 

"In the early years of the 
Great Depression, there 
were three great waves of 
commercial bank failures."

B Y  R O B E R T  P.  M U R P H Y
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bank money by putting it into a gen-
uine savings account (or by buying 
CDs), where he couldn’t access the 
money immediately. 

In the early years of the Great Depres-
sion, there were three great waves of 
commercial bank failures. I should 
stress that (as usual) government in-
tervention played a large role in this 
outcome, beyond the existence of 
fractional reserve banking. In par-
ticular, “unit banking laws” greatly 
restricted the ability of banks to en-
gage in branch-banking in different 
U.S. states. Therefore, if one region 
(e.g. a community highly dependent 
on loans to farmers) suffered major 
investment losses, the banks in that 
region would go down, because they 
were not tied to a larger, national 
institution. To get a sense of the im-
portance of this fact, note that not a 
single bank run occurred in Canada 
during the Great Depression, argu-
ably because branch banking wasn’t 
restricted in our neighbor to the 
north. (For more details, see my book 
on the Great Depression.2)

When commercial banks began fail-
ing, customers of other banks became 
nervous and began withdrawing their 
funds too. However, even here I want 
to mention that it wasn’t simply a 
free-for-all; research suggests that 
the banks that failed typically really 
were in financial trouble. In other 
words, it wasn’t simply an irrational 
public rushing to get their cash, but 
rather that people would catch wind 
of the fact that their particular bank 
was in trouble and then they’d run—
thus sealing the bank’s doom.

One of the very first acts of the newly 
installed Roosevelt Administration 
was to intervene in this process. (Note 
that at that time, presidents were in-
augurated on March 4.) Here’s how 
H&S describe it:

“This was the Banking Holiday of 1933. 

As one of its first acts, the new Roos-
evelt Administration on 6 March 1933 
closed every bank in the country. Con-
gress then hastily passed the Emergen-
cy Banking Act on 9 March, validating 
the President’s action, extending the 
holiday, and empowering the President 
to license banks to reopen when they 

were found to be in satisfactory condi-
tion. Such banks were allowed to re-
open on 13 March in the reserve cities 
and on 15 March in other places. How-
ever, 2,100 banks never reopened at all, 
bringing the total number of banks that 
failed during the Depression to 9,100, 
or 38 percent of the number of banks 
in existence in June 1930 before the col-
lapse began.” 3

Clearly this was an abysmal perfor-
mance for the U.S. commercial bank-
ing sector, though to repeat it is un-
clear what would have happened had 
there been no restrictions on nation-
wide banks opening local branches in 
various states. And naturally, if the 
banking sector had operated on Roth-
bardian principles—i.e. where check-

ing accounts were backed up 100 per-
cent—then there would have been no 
question of bank failures or availabil-
ity of customers’ money. There’s never 
a “run” on a storage facility where col-
lege kids store their furniture, for ex-
ample, because that property is genu-
inely being warehoused.

LIFE INSURANCE DURING 
THE DEPRESSION 
We have seen what happened to the 
banks during the early years of the 
Great Depression. What about the life 
insurance companies?

The number of life insurance compa-
nies did decline in these years, from 
438 at the end of 1929 down to 375 
at the end of 1933. Note that this de-
cline of 14 percent was far lower than 
the 38 percent drop in the number of 
commercial banks during a compa-
rable, but not identical, period.

Yet even this comparison may be too 
generous to the commercial banking 
sector, and too harsh to the insurance 
sector. Just because a particular life 
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insurance company in, say, 1931 was 
taken over by a healthier competitor, 
doesn’t by itself tell us what happened 
to the customers of the failing insur-
er. I have seen (admittedly biased) in-
surance agents claim that not a single 
customer lost his or her assets as rep-
resented by whole life insurance con-
tracts during the Great Depression, 
and thus far I have found no evidence 
to dispute these claims. (If any LMR 
readers have official sources either 
backing up the claim or refuting it, 
please let me know.) 

To get a sense of the relative health 
of the insurance sector, we can quote 
from H&S:

“On the surface, insurance companies 
were far from failure during the Depres-
sion. Official statements of the compa-
nies showed asset values comfortably 
in excess of policyholder reserves dur-
ing the entire period. According to these 
documents, life insurance companies 
were in robust condition, even at the 
nadir of the Depression. At the end of 
1932 the total assets of all U.S. life in-
surance companies were reported to 
be $20.7 billion, some $1.4 billion in ex-
cess of total liabilities, and $2.9 billion 
in excess of policyholder reserves [the 
present discounted value of expected 
future beneficiary payments—RPM]. 
Total capital of the insurance compa-
nies was reported to be $1.4 billion or 7 
percent of total life insurance assets.” 4

However, H&S go on to warn the read-
er that these official statements were 
potentially misleading, because the 
insurance companies weren’t valuing 
their portfolio of assets at prevailing 
market prices. For example, invest-
ment-grade bonds not in default were 
valued on their books at cost (adjust-
ing for accrued amortization). In to-
day’s parlance, the seemingly rosy re-
port quoted above was not done with 
“mark-to-market” accounting.

Why would this matter? So long as 

the insurance companies were fine 
on a cashflow basis (and they gener-
ally were), what would it matter if the 
official market value of their assets 
temporarily dropped, due to the ex-
traordinary financial crisis?

The potential problem was that a 
cashflow crunch could force the in-
surers to begin selling off their finan-
cial assets, in order to meet customer 
obligations. H&S provide some of the 
details:

“Insurance companies… stood in a per-
ilous condition at the start of 1933. Dur-
ing the Depression policyholders mark-
edly accelerated the rate at which they 
drew on the savings and credit features 
of their life insurance contracts. Cash 
surrender payments tripled, rising 
from $448 million in 1929 to $1.3 billion 
in 1932. As a result, insurance compa-
nies’ net cash flow dropped dramati-
cally, from $1.5 billion in 1929 to $655 
million in 1932. This limited the insur-
ance companies’ ability to restructure 
their portfolios.

The dramatic increase in policy loans 
further restricted insurance compa-
nies’ portfolio choice. Total policy loans 
at all companies rose from $2.4 billion 
at the end of 1929 to $3.8 billion at the 
end of 1932. At the latter date they ac-
counted for 18.3 percent of insurance 
companies’ reported assets.” 5

As Carlos and I explain more fully in 
our book, the issuers of whole life pol-

icies must invest the premium pay-
ments into various assets, to ensure 
their ability to pay the contractual 
amount upon death or maturity of 
the policies. The policyholder himself 
gets “first dibs” on these investable 
funds, in the form of a policy loan.

From the insurer’s viewpoint, policy 
loans are incredibly safe, because the 
underlying cash value on the policy 
serves as collateral. However, policy 
loans do have a downside, in that 
they are relatively illiquid (an insurer 
would have difficulty selling a given 
policy loan to another institution) and 
their payback schedule is uncertain. 
What H&S are emphasizing is that 
the pronounced increase in policy 
surrenders and policy loan requests 
in the early 1930s boxed the insur-
ers into a corner, where they couldn’t 
invest their incoming premium pay-
ments the way they may have liked, 
given the rapidly changing economic 
landscape. 

We come now to the punchline. H&S 
report that in addition to the well-
known banking holiday, there was 
also an insurance holiday:

“The advent of banking holidays… fur-
ther aggravated the situation of the 
insurance companies. With the banks 
closed or allowing withdrawals on only 
a restricted basis, people turned to 
their life insurance for cash. Like the 
banks, the insurance companies were 
faced with the possibility of a run that 

“H&S report that in 
addition to the well-known 
banking holiday, there was 
also an insurance holiday”
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would force them into failure.

Rather than permit this to happen, the 
states took emergency measures. On 6 
March 1933, the New York state legis-
lature passed an act suspending the 
state’s insurance law and empowering 
Superintendent of Insurance, George 

S. van Schaiek “to make, rescind, alter 
and amend rules and regulations im-
posing any condition upon the conduct 
of any insurers which may be neces-
sary or desirable to maintain sound 
methods of insurance and to safeguard 
the interests of policyholders, benefi-
ciaries and the public generally,” dur-
ing the emergency… The law took ef-
fect the following day and applied to 
all companies licensed to do business 
in New York state, not just those head-
quartered in the state.

Thus, the New York law covered most of 
the country’s insurance companies. In 
any case, it was soon copied by twenty-
eight other states. The insurance holi-
day was under way.

On 9 March 1933, Superintendent van 
Sehaiek issued the first regulations fol-
lowing a meeting with representatives 
of the leading insurance companies. 
Effective immediately, insurance com-
panies were prohibited from paying 
cash surrender values or granting pol-

icy loans in cash, although each poli-
cyholder could obtain up to $100 in the 
case of dire and demonstrated need... 
Moreover, policyholders could not 
withdraw any sums that they had left 
on deposit with the company. However, 
insurance companies were strictly 
enjoined to continue payment of 
death claims, annuities, and matured 
endowments…

The insurance holiday remained in ef-
fect long after banks had reopened their 
doors, although its terms were progres-
sively liberalized. On 3 April 1933, 
the New York state regulations were 
amended to permit insurance compa-
nies to grant policy loans or pay cash 
surrender values for specified purposes 
such as the payment of rent or taxes 
where the insurance company “was 
satisfied that the applicant has no  oth-
er reasonable means of meeting the 
necessity.” Policyholders were also per-
mitted to withdraw all deposits made 
after 9 March 1933 and part of the 
deposits made prior to that date. On 
7 June 1933, the New York state regula-
tions were further amended to permit 
policyholders to obtain policy loans or 
cash surrender values upon stating in 
writing how they intended to use the 
proceeds. Thus, the insurance com-
pany no longer had to verify the poli-
cyholder’s need for the money… On 7 
September 1933, van Sehaick declared 
the emergency over, and on 9 Septem-
ber 1933 all restrictions on policy loans 
and the payment of cash surrender val-

ues were removed six months after they 
were first imposed. The insurance law 
was back in force.” 6 [Bold added.]

 Although the insurance “holiday” 
is disconcerting, and shows that the 
contrast between banks and insurers 
during the Great Depression was not 
as stark as some may have thought, 
even so there is a very important dif-
ference that H&S don’t highlight in 
their own discussion.

It is crystal clear that the commer-
cial banks were failing—by the thou-
sands—and that customers were 
losing money, before the federal gov-
ernment stepped in to rescue the 
banks from their own precarious 
position in 1933. There was a total 
suspension of bank activity, meaning 
customers could not get their money 
at all. Furthermore—what H&S don’t 
bring up at all—even after the holiday 
was ended, the banks were still in a 
terrible position, as I explain in my 
book on the Great Depression (a story 
more elaborated in the sources I cite 
there).

In contrast, H&S haven’t really shown 
us that customers were hurt by the 
insurance companies. Their own fig-
ures and discussion show that going 
into 1933, the industry as a whole 
was still able to make its contractual 
payments (including policy loans), 
but that its ability to do so was be-
ing pushed to the edge. Even when 
the state governments intervened to 

“However, insurance companies 
were strictly enjoined to 
continue payment of death 
claims, annuities, and matured 
endowments…”
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provide relief, the insurers’ core busi-
ness—providing death benefit pay-
ments to beneficiaries—was never in-
terrupted. (Annuities and maturing 
contracts were also paid out in full, 
with no interruption at all.) Further-
more, policyholders were still able to 
get $100 in policy loans, so the sus-
pension even here was not total. 

CONCLUSION
Though the state-government- im-
posed insurance holiday no doubt 
was a burden to many people who 

wanted to obtain policy loans or to 
surrender their policies outright dur-
ing the key months in 1933, it would 
be grossly inaccurate to conclude (as 
H&S seem to want to) that insurance 
customers suffered more than bank-
ing customers. All things considered, 
the conservative insurance sector 
weathered the Great Depression far 
better than the commercial banking 
sector. In fact, as happened after our 
most recent financial crash, many in-
surers saw a big increase in business 
in the immediate aftermath of the 

1929 crash.

In future articles I will fill in the de-
tails of the fate of insurance policy-
holders during the Great Depression. 
My point in the present issue was to 
go through a hostile take on the mat-
ter—put out by authors sympathetic 
to the commercial banking sector—
and show that their own analysis 
shows the relative superiority of in-
surance during our nation’s most ter-
rible financial episode.

“All things considered, the conservative 
insurance sector weathered the  

Great Depression far better than the 
commercial banking sector.”
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Lara-Murphy Report: How did you discover Austrian eco-
nomics? 

Charles Goyette:  It’s impossible to say.  I thought it might 
have been from Harry Browne or Henry Hazlitt, but check-
ing books in my library by each reveals it wasn’t.  By the 
late 1970s I was reading at least a dozen investment news-
letters a month, so that’s probably where it started.  But I 
do remember the first time in conversation I heard a thor-
ough explanation of Austrian Business Cycle Theory.  I was 
hooked.  By 1978 or ‘79 I owned copies of both Ludwig von 
Mises’ Human Action and Murray Rothbard’s America’s 
Great Depression. 

One other thing.  I was fairly recently out of school where 
I had been repulsed by the scientism or logical positivism 
that was dominant in all the psycho- and social sciences.  
Sociology was aping the physical sciences with nonsensical 
pseudo-scientific jargon about things like “social valences,” 
while psychology, which should have been the rich study of 

the human psyche, had been reduced to the study of the 
behavior of chickens and flatworms.  So I was enthused 
to discover Mises, who I believed had rescued economics 
from the same madness and its prevailing quantophrenia 
[an obsession with mathematical formalism—eds.].    

LMR: Has your knowledge of the Austrian School influ-
enced your views on the economy, and the investment ad-
vice you give to your readers?

Charles Goyette is the author 
of the New York Times besteller, THE 

DOLLAR MELTDOWN: Surviving the 

Impending Currency Crisis with Gold, Oil, 

and Other Unconventional Investments. 
His new book, RED AND BLUE AND 

BROKE ALL OVER: Restoring America’s 

Free Economy, has just been released. 
Goyette spent many years as an award-
winning and popular Phoenix radio 
personality and is often called upon to 
share his views with national televisions 
audiences on Fox News, CNN, MSNBC, 
PBS, CNBC and Fox Business Channel.

“[Austrian economics] 
is the indispensable 

framework for 
understanding the 

economy.”
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CG:   Without question.  It is the indispensable frame-
work for understanding the economy.  For example, 
anyone familiar with Austrian economics can immedi-
ately detect the difference between a sustainable bull 
market and a bubble in formation, by asking if the mar-
ket is driven by new capital, by net new savings, or by 
the artificial creation of money and credit by the central 
bank.  The statist economists missed the housing bubble 
– Greenspan said everybody missed it – but I can’t think 
of a single person I know with even a rudimentary un-
derstanding of Austrian economics that missed it.      

LMR: We have heard that when you began speaking out 
against the invasion of Iraq on your radio program, you 
received some heat from the producers and that you 
ended up making a difficult decision. Can you tell us the 
story?

CG:  The short version is that I was 
invited rather vigorously to sup-
port Bush and the war.  I refused.  

I was a popular afternoon drive 
time talk show host on the leading 
Phoenix talk station (and it’s fair to say I had a great ca-
reer trajectory; the company even had me flying to Los 
Angeles to fill in on its flagship station’s morning show).  
But I was surrounded by war-fevered talk show hosts as 
the elective war in Iraq neared, and in fact my show was 
sandwiched right between Rush Limbaugh and Sean 
Hannity.  It is probably helpful to point out this was the 
country’s largest owner of radio stations, Clear Channel, 
a Texas company that had long ties to Bush.  In fact, the 
man who made Bush a millionaire when he purchased 
the future president’s baseball team was Clear Chan-
nel’s vice chairman.  Opposing Bush was guaranteed to 
be very unpopular there.

Refuting the administration’s ever-changing war ratio-
nale was like child’s play, since their rationale was based 
on forged documents, bogus intelligence, and utter ig-

norance. (Does anybody remember the account by a 
U.S. ambassador about a meeting Bush had with sev-
eral Iraqi Americans just two month before he launched 
his war? Bush expressed his befuddlement upon hear-
ing about two major Iraq sects, Sunnis and Shiites. “I 
thought the Iraqis were Muslims!” said the man who 
would remake the Middle East.)

As the war neared in early 2003, things became very 
ugly.  The other talk show hosts, all Bushophiles, and as I 
recall, even the local newspaper began suggesting I was 
anti-American and maybe even a terrorist lover. With all 
the hate mail and death threats it was like being “Dixie 
Chicked.”  It was as close to a period of national hysteria 
as anything I’ve seen in my lifetime, war hysteria that 
was deliberately crafted and cultivated. 

One day I blasphemed that Donald Rumsfeld was the 
worst Secretary of Defense since Robert McNamara.  He 
was.  In fact, a few years later, after a “revolt” of gener-
als and admirals fed up with Rumsfeld’s incompetence, 
Bush finally let him go. But for my act of blasphemy, 
management actually took me off the air for an unex-
pected day of “vacation.” A prophet is without honor.  

Of course I knew it meant the end of my job and a great 
career, but I refused the company’s kind invitation from 
the top down to support the war.  They really couldn’t 
very well fire me, since they had just renewed my con-
tract - at their option - for another year.  But, even 
though they had just paid me a ratings performance bo-
nus for my drive-time show, they tucked me away safe-
ly at night where my message would not be as widely 
heard.  And so that when I finally disappeared from the 
airwaves altogether after a few months, it would be be-

“I guess you could have called me a movement 
conservative.  But I was the kind that took that 
stuff about limited government, the Constitution, 

and fiscal responsibility seriously.”
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low the radar.  

LMR: Following up, a lot of people 
might hear that you were an outspo-
ken critic of the Bush Administration’s 
foreign policy and conclude, “Oh boy, 
another leftist hippie who wants to 
sing ‘Kumbaya’ with the bad guys.” Yet 
that’s not the case at all, is it?

CG:  No.  I guess you could have called 
me a movement conservative.  But I 
was the kind that took that stuff about 
limited government, the Constitution, 
and fiscal responsibility seriously.

I have been a Republican precinct 
committeeman.  My county Republi-
can Party elected me its “Man of the 
Year.” A Republican governor here in 
Arizona appointed me to one of the 
state’s most prestigious boards.  I have 
written speeches for conservative can-
didates and office holders; and I have 
been employed by statewide and na-
tional political organizations and cam-
paigns, including the National Conser-
vative Political Action Committee. De-
spite my disappointment in Goldwa-
ter for not supporting Reagan in 1976, 
I was there when a small band of the 
faithful—no more than four or five of 
us—gathered for a potluck dinner to 
support the creation of a brand-new 
public-policy think tank named after 
Goldwater. The enterprise blossomed, 
and I was honored some years ago to 
serve as Master of Ceremonies for the 
Goldwater Institute’s 15th Anniver-
sary Gala.

I am a U.S. Army veteran, and the re-
cipient of the Army Commendation 
Medal for meritorious service.  I had 
long rejected the U.S. national secu-
rity policy known as Mutual Assured 
Destruction or MAD, in which the ci-
vilian population of the U.S. was ren-
dered defenseless as a matter of pol-
icy and held hostage in the nation’s 
nuclear strategy.  

Well before the election of Ronald 
Reagan, I met General Daniel Graham, 
former Director of the Defense Intel-
ligence Agency and Deputy Director of 
the CIA and the originator of the Stra-
tegic Defense Initiative and became a 
supporter of a new defense policy to 
end the Cold War standoff.  After Rea-
gan’s election, at Graham’s invitation 
I became a member of the national 
speakers’ bureau of High Frontier, the 
private organization founded by Gra-
ham to promote what became known 
as Reagan’s Star Wars defense policy, 
a defense policy unlike today’s in that 
it was actually designed to defend the 
American people.

I’ve probably gone on about this stuff 
too long, and you can cut it if you like.  
But under the circumstances I was 
well-suited by experience and knowl-
edge to criticize Bush’s war and was 
always astonished to find myself char-

acterized as some kind of rug-chewing 
liberal. 

LMR: Your New York Times bestseller 
was titled The Dollar Meltdown. This 
raises an interesting point: A lot of 
us Austrians (including Murphy) have 
been taking heat from our critics, who 
say that we have been Chicken Littles 
regarding Fed policy. We were warn-
ing of massive (price) inflation, say the 
critics, and everything has been fine 
so far. What’s your response?

CG:  You must be feeling at least a lit-

tle vindication now since some of the 
Fed money created to buy the banks’ 
trash paper and the Treasury’s trash 

“It’s no longer a question of how bad the debt 
problem is.  It’s now a question of how best to 

manage the inevitable default.”
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debt may be leaking out and driving 
up gas and grocery prices.

But you have made the essential dis-
tinction in specifying price inflation in 
your question.  As far as monetary in-
flation, it has already happened.  If the 
Fed had printed $2 trillion and tucked 
it all away in the basement of the Ec-
cles Building on Constitution Avenue, 
nothing would ever have happened.  
But the money wasn’t tucked away; it 
was used and it can no more be with-
out consequences than can the pro-
verbial genie can be stuffed back in the 
bottle.  In my view, the monetary base 
is like an unstable nuclear mass that 
has been humming along unnoticed 
for the time being.  But it appears to 
be wobbling now and may be breach-
ing its containment unit. 

The chain reaction in prices is yet to 
come.  But your critics are wrong to 
say that everything has been fine so 
far.  Gold always shows up with its 
warnings at the crossroads of history.  
And as a referendum on the quantity 
and quality of the dollar, it agrees with 
you.  It is very early in this series of 
monetary events, but since gold has 
already more than doubled since the 
mortgage meltdown, I would say that 
you made a great call.    

LMR: Finally, your new book is titled, 
Red and Blue and Broke All Over. Can 
you give our readers some idea of just 
how bad the U.S. government’s fiscal 
position is?

CG:  We have reached the point that 
I did not feel it necessary to spend a 
lot of time going over the numbers.  
Nobody should need convincing 
now.  

It’s no longer a question of how 
bad the debt problem is.  It’s now 
a question of how best to manage 
the inevitable default.  Will the de-
fault come in the form of a dragged 
out and accelerating inflation that 
destroys the fabric of our culture?  
Or can we confront the reality of 
our situation candidly so that we 
can get about the business of re-
storing our prosperity right away?  
The consequences of the former al-
ternative can be unspeakably grim. 

The latter choice would allow us to 
reclaim the American dream in just 
a few short years.

I’ve written Red and Blue and Broke 
All Over: Restoring America’s Free 
Economy to help people protect 
themselves and their families and 
navigate through the upheaval of 
default and the dollar endgame.  
And to make the case for freedom, 
to explain in easy to understand 
terms why freedom works to create 
prosperity and the state doesn’t.  
We will each need to have learned 
and be able to teach why Liberty 
produces such rich blessings.  We 
will each be called upon to help re-
seed the future. 
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EventsEngagements 

2012

JUNE 21-23 • LANCASTER, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Murphy speaking on several panels for the Porcupine Freedom Festival

JULY 22-28 • Auburn, Alabama
Murphy lecturing at Mises University

Some events may be closed to general public. 
For more information email LMRevents@usatrustonline.com
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